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Abstract 
Hammer, J., D.G. Sarvate, Generalizations of results of Stanton on BIBDs, Discrete 
Mathematics 102 (1992) 149-154. 
We generalize some results of R.G. Stanton concerning intersection numbers and embeddings 
for balanced incomplete block designs. 
1. Introduction 
The method of putting together copies of balanced incomplete block designs 
with the same values of r and k to form a new design is extensively used. The 
following well-known theorem is a simple form of this method. 
Theorem 1.1. Zf a symmetric design A(v, v, k, k, J.) is copied n times to produce a 
design D(v, nv, nk, k, nJ.) then D has the property that the block intersection 
numbers for any block are k ((n - 1) times) and 3, ((b - n) times). 
Majindar has proved the following (see Stanton [l]). 
Theorem 1.2. Zf a design A has the property that one block intersects all others in a 
constant number of points, then A is symmetric. 
Stanton [l] proved the converse of Theorem 1.1, when n is 2. 
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Theorem 1.3. Zf a design D on u points with block size k has the property that 
every block has one intersection number equal to k and the other b - 2 are all 
equal, then D is made up of two copies of a symmetric design. 
In the same paper Stanton proved the following. 
Theorem 1.4. Zf a design D on v points with block size k has the property that one 
block B, has one intersection number equal to k and the other (b - 2) intersection 
numbers of B1 are all equal, then D has parameters (u, b, r, k, A) where b = 2v, 
r = 2k, L = 2&, and &,(v - 1) = k(k - 1). 
In the next section we generalize Theorems 1.3 and 1.4. 
2. Generalizations 
Theorem 2.1. Zf a design D on v points with block size k has the property that 
every block has (n - 1) intersection number equal to k and the other (b - n) 
intersection numbers all equal, then D is made up of n copies of 
design. 
a symmetric 
Proof. Let y denote the constant value of the other (b -n) 
numbers. Equating the sum of block intersection numbers, we get 
(n - 1)k + (b - n)y = k(r - 1) 
which implies 
k(r - n) 
‘= b-n . 
As k < u, we have y < k. 
intersection 
Since the given property holds for every block, each block is repeated n times. 
Hence the set of blocks splits into b/n sets of n-sets each. Each member of the 
n-sets is identical. Thus the design D with parameters (v, b, r, k, A) splits into n 
copies of a design A with parameters (v, bO, r,, k, A,) where b = nb,, r = nr,, 
A=& 0 
Now A has the property required in Theorem 1.2, hence A is symmetric and 
y = )co. 
Theorem 2.2. Zf a design D on v points and block size k has the property that one 
block B1 has (n - 1) intersection numbers equal to k and the other (b - n) 
intersection numbers are all equal, then D has parameters (v, b, r, k, A) where 
b = nv, r = nk, A = nlZ, and where l,(v - 1) = k(k - 1). 
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Proof. As proved in the above theorem y < k. But now we know the presence of 
only one block repeated n times. The block intersection relations for B, give 
(n - l)k + (b - n)y = k(r - 1) (1) 
and 
(n - l)k2 + (b - n)y2 = k(kA. - k - A + r). (2) 
Subtract y times (1) and (2), and add n to both sides, we get 
(I - n)(y - 1) = (k - l)(A -n). (3) 
Substitute the value of y from the Equation (3) into (1) and after some 
rearrangement, we get 
kr2 - 2nkr = br + Abk - Ab - nklZ - nbk - n(r - A). 
Use kr = 3Lv = r - A and with some simplification, we have 
b -r = n(v - k). 
We know that vr = bk, so that from (5) we obtain 
r=nk and b=nv. 
(4) 
(5) 
Therefore D has parameters (v, nv, nk, k, nhO). El 
3. Embedding theorems 
Stanton and Gouldon [2] proved the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.1. Any Steiner triple system STS on v points can be embedded in an 
STS on 3v points. 
We generalize this result for any Steiner system as follows. 
Theorem 3.2. If there existi a set of k - 2 mutually orthogonal latin squares of 
order v then any BIBD(v, k, 1) can be embedded in a BIBD(kv, k, 1). 
Proof. Write down the blocks of k (BIBD(v, k, 1)s on li, 2i, . . . , vi, i = 
1, 2, . . . ) k. This gives v(v - l)/(k - 1) blocks of the required BIBD(kv, k, 1) on 
kv points li, 2,, . . . , Vi, i = 1, . . . , k. 
Let L1,L2,..., LCk-2j be the (k -2) mutually orthogonal latin squares of 
order r~ on points 1, . . . , v. Obtain arrays Ai, i = 1, _ . . , k - 2 from Li by 
replacing entry a of Li by ai, a = 1, 2, . . . , v. So that Ai is a latin square on the 
a,s. Let A, = [a&]. We use the Ai to create v2 blocks as given below: 
ai, a$ . . . , aijm2, k--l, jk, i=l , . . . 3 vandj=l,...,v. 
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We now have t? + V(V - l)l(k - 1) = v(ku + l)/(k - 1) blocks, which is the 
correct number of blocks for BIBD(kv, k, 1). We check that each pair occurs 
exactly once. Pairs (a,, bi) occur exactly once in the blocks of BIBD(v, k, 1) on 
lij 2ij . . . )I vi. Pairs (Ui, bk) and (a,, bk-J occur exactly once because each 
symbol occurs exactly once in each row and each column of the latin square. The 
pairs (ak_i, bk) occur exactly once since row and column coordinates identify a 
unique element of the latin square. The pairs (a,, b,) 1s i #k - 2 occur exactly 
once because Li and Lj are mutually orthogonal latin squares. 0 
Many interesting corollaries can be derived from the above theorem. For 
example it is well known that there exists three MOLS for all order >4 except 10 
hence we have the following. 
Corollary 3.3. Any BIBD(u, k, l), 3 <k ~6 can be embedded in a 
BIBD(ku, k, 1). 
It is well known that an affine plane of order n, BIBD(n’, n, 1) exists iff there 
is a complete setof MOLS of order n, hence we have the next corollary. 
Corollary 3.4. Any Qine plane of order n can be embedded in a BIBD(n3, n, 1). 
Recall that there is a complete set of MOLS of order n where n =pk, p a 
prime. 
Theorem 3.5. Any BIBD(v, 3, A) can be embedded into a BIBD((A + 2)u, 3, A). 
Proof. We form a BIBD((A + 2)u, 3, A) on the symbols li, 2i, . . . , vi, i = 
1, 2, . . . , A + 2. First write down the AV(V - 1)/6 blocks of BIBD(u, 3, A) on the 
symbols li, 2i, . . . , vi for i = 1, 2, . . . , A +2. This gives (A + 2)Av(v - 1)/6 
blocks. We need 
(A + 2)AV((A + 2)v - 1) _ (A + 2)Av(?J - 1) = n(n + 2)(A + l)V2 = u2 
6 6 6 
blocks. (Notice that (“g”) is an integer.) We construct the (“:“)v” blocks of 
triples by using the elements of a v x v latin square on symbols 1, . . . , v as 
follows: 
For each of the (“:‘) combinations of the triple (i, j, k) out of elements 
1 , . . . > A+2wetake 
(Element sub i, Row coordinate subj, Column coordinate sub k). 
To complete the proof, we need to check that each pair occurs exactly A times. 
Pairs of the type (a,, bi) occur exactly A times in the blocks of the BIBD(v, 3, A) 
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on l;, 2i, . . . , vi. Consider the pairs (aj, bj), i #j: (i, j) occurs exactly 3L times in 
(“T’) combinations of 1,2,. . . , A + 2. The pair (a, b) occurs exactly once as 
(element, row) or as (element, column) or as (row coordinate, column coordin- 
ate) in a latin square. Therefore the pair (ai, bj) occurs exactly il times in the 
blocks. This completes the proof. q 
Notice that when A = 1 we get Theorem 3.1. 
Example. We will illustrate the theorem by embedding BIBD(4,3,2) into a 
BIBD(16,3,2). Consider 
1 1 1 2 
BIBD(4,3,2) =2 2 3 3. 
3 4 4 4 
The first 16 blocks are 
1; li 1, 2i 
2, 2, 3i 3; i = 1, 2, 3, 4. 
3, 4, 4, 4, 
We need 64 more blocks, which we construct using a latin square 
1 2 3 4 
4 1 2 3 
3 4 1 2 
2 3 4 1 
and (“; ‘) = 4 combinations of 1,2,3,4 = A + 2: 123, 124, 134 and 234. We will 
give below 16 blocks using the first combination viz. 123. The remaining 48 
blocks can be written down using the remaining three combinations in the 
subscript instead of 123. 16 blocks using the first combination 123: 
11 21 31 41 4, 11 21 31 31 41 11 21 21 31 4, 11 
l2 l2 1, 12 2* 2* 2, 2, 3* 3* 3* 3* 4* 4* 4, 4* 
1, 23 33 4, 13 23 33 43 13 23 33 4, 1, 2, 33 43 
Remark. One may wish to generalize the above theorem as ‘Any BIBD(u, k, A) 
can be embedded into a BIBD((h + k - l), u, k, A)‘, but the necessary conditions 
for the existence of BIBD((jl + k - l)u, k, A) may not be satisfied even though 
BIBD(v, k, A) exist. For example BIBD(7,4,2) exists but BIBD(35,4,2) does 
not; because 2(34) is not divisible by 3. 
Remark. In a separate paper we shall give new graph-theoretic interpretations 
and proofs of the above theorems and some more constructions of related 
designs. 
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